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On a Class of Discrete Functions 
Dimiter Stoichkov Kovachev* 
Abstract 
We consider classes of functions which depend in a certain way on their 
variables. The relation between the number of H-functions of n variables of 
the k-valued logic and the number of n-dimensional Latin hypercubes of order 
k is found. We have shown how from an arbitrary Latin hypercube we can 
"construct" (present in table form) an H-function and vice versa - how every 
H-function can be represented as a Latin hypercube. We extend the concepts 
of H-function a n d Latin hypercube. 
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1 Introduction 
In the paper we interpret the H-function as Latin squares or Latin hypercubes. 
On the other side the Latin squares and Latin hypercubes are well known com-
binatorial structures which are widely used in different areas of mathematics and 
its applications, in theoretical and applied computer science, etc. They are very 
important in Statistics, Coding Theory, Cryptography, Tournament Design, etc. 
([3], see §1.4, §12.1 - 12.4; §1.5, §13.1 - 13.5; §14.1 - 14.4; §1.6, §16.5, respectively), 
Design Experiment, Security of Information, Decision Making, etc. 
Let Pnfc = { / : £ £ — > Ek/Ek = {0,1,..., k - 1}, k > 2}. 
Definition 1. [1] We say that f(x i, x?,..., xn) is H-function if for every variable 
Xi, 1 < i < n, n > 2 and for every o i , . . . , 0 , - 1 , 0 ' , a", O i + i , . . . , an £ Ek for a' ^ a" 
we have f(ai, ...,Oi_i,a',a i+i, ...,a„) ^ f(alt ...,Oj_i,a",aj+i, ...,an). 
Definition 2. [4] The number Rng(f) of different values of the function f is called 
range of f. 
Denote by XF and PK,Q respectively, the set of variables of function / , and the 
set of all functions of with range <7, 1 < q < k. 
Definition 3. [2] The function h is called a subfunction of the function 
f ( x 1, X2,-.., xn) with respect to the set of variables R = { x j i , Xj2,..., X j r } , 
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R C Xf, if h is obtained from f by replacement the variables from R respectively 
by values c\, c2,..., cv. We will denote the subfunction h in one of the following 
ways h < f or h = f(xj1 = c\, Xj2 = c2,..., Xjr = cv). 
Let M, M C Xf, be a set of variables and G be the set of all subfunctions of / 
Xf\M 
with respect to Xf\M, i.e. G = G(M, f) = {g:g -< /}. 
Definition 4. [4] The set Spr(M,f) = called spectrum of the 
set M for the function f. 
A matrix B with m rows and m columns is denoted by B = (bij)™. Matrix 
A = (aj1j2...jn)i is an n-dimensional matrix of order k. 
Definition 5. Latin n-dimensional hypercube of order k based on the set Ek is 




\\J{ah...is_ljia+1...iJ\ = \Ek\ = k. (1) 
j=l 
The set of all Latin n-dimensional hypercubes of order k will be denoted by 
LHCkn. 
Theorem 6. Each matrix A = (flji j2...j„)ii for which 
n 
ah h ••• in = [ £ frtir - 1) + c ] mod k, 
r=l 
where fT £ P1fc'fc, c is a natural number, belongs to LHCk. 
Proof. Each function h £ Pf'k, is of the form h = (? } "' ^ , ) , where \li ¿2 ••• Ik J 
l\, h,---, h is a permutation of the numbers 0, 1,..., k — 1, and h(t) = 
lt+i, t = 0, 1,..., k — 1. Assume that the matrix A £ LHCk and there exists 
s, s £ {1, 2,..., n}, such that | Uj=i(a»i...i.-i j ».+i...«n}l ^ Ek- Therefore there 
exist a, (3, a ± (3, such that ail,..is_l a j , + 1 . . . i n = aii.,,is_1 pis+1...in. From the last 
equality it follows that fs(a — 1) = fs(j3 — 1) and from fs £ Pk'k, we have a = ¡3 : 
a contradiction. Therefore A £ LHCk. • 
Function hi(x) = (ax + b) mod k, where a, b are natural numbers, (a, k) = 1 be-
longs to Pk'k. As a corollary of Theorem 6 we obtain that matrix B = (bj1 J2 ...Jri)i, 
for which b3l j2... jn = (aiji 4- a2j2 + • • • + a„jn + c) mod k, for (a*, k) = 1, i = 
1, 2, . . . , n belongs to LHCk. 
Each function from Pk'k can be represented by a table or by interpolating 
polynomial and, based on Theorem 6, can be used for "constructing" elements of 
LHCk. 
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Example 7. Construct Latin 2-dimensional hypercube of order 4 and Latin 3-
dimensional hypercube of order 3. 
Let /1 = ^ 2 l ) a n d ~ (2 3 1 0) ' b e a r b i t r a r y functions from 
P4 '4. Let matrix C = (Ci;)4 be such that Cij — [/1(1 — 1) + /2O — 1)] mod, k. Then 
c u = [/i(l - 1) + /2(1 - 1)] mod 4 = [3 + 2] mod 4 = 1. Similarly we obtain the 
remaining elements of matrix C. So we have 
C — (cij)t 
/1 2 0 3\ 
2 3 1 0 
0 1 3 2 
\3 0 2 1/ 
G LHC& D = (diji)l D G LHCl. 
where dyi = (2i + j + 21 + 1) mod 3. 
2 Spectrum of H-functions and Latin Hypercubes 
Theorem 8. The function f(x 1, x2,• ••, G is H-function if and only if for 
each variable Xi, i = 1, 2,..., n we have Spr(xi, f) = {fc}. 
Proo/. (Necessity) Let / be ^/-function, be arbitrary variable of / . Then for 
every set of constants a\, ...,ai_i,aj+i, ...,a„ we have 
f(ai,..., ai_i, r, a»+i,..., an) ^ / (a i , . . . , aj-i, i, a i+i,..., an) (2) 
for each r and t for which r ^ t , r , i € Ek. 
Prom Definition 3 and the inequality (2) it follows that every subfunction of / 
with respect to Xj\{xi} assumes exactly k different values, i.e. it has a range equal 
to k. 
For M = {xi}, from Definition 4 it follows that Spr(xi, f) = {k}. 
(Sufficiency) Let for the variable Xi we have 
Spr(xu f) = {k}. (3) 
From Definition 4 for M = {xi} and (3) it follows that every subfunction of / 
with respect to Xf\{xi} has a range equal to k. This means that for an arbitrary 
n — 1 tuple of values < ci,..., Cj_ 1, Cj+i, ..., Cn >, the subfunction f(x 1 = 
ci,..., Xi-1 = Ci-. 1, Xi, xi+i = Ci+i,..., xn = c„) has a range /c, i.e. it assumes 
exactly k different values. Because xl can also assume exactly k different values, 
we obtain that for every c',c" G Ek, (c' ^ c"), the following inequality holds 
/(Ci,..., Ci-1, C', d+1,..., C„) ^ f(ci,...,Ci-i, C", Cj+i,..., c„). 
Since the variable Xi and the set of values < ci,...,cj_i, c', c", Cj+i, ...,Cn > 
are arbitrary, from Definition 1 it follows that / is an Zf-function. • 
Remark 9. More that Theorem 8 can also be used as a definition of an H-function, 
where the restriction n > 2 can be eliminated, i.e. the definition holds for the 
functions of one variable as well. 
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Theorem 10. The number of all H-functions of Pk is equal to the number of all 
Latin n-dimensional hypercubes of order k. 
Proof. Let < cu, C2i,..., Cni > , ¿=1, 2,..., kn be all the possible n—tuples of 
constants and / G be an arbitrary function for which 
f(x 1 = cH , x2 = c2i,..., Xn = Cni) =Oi, i = 1, 2,..., kn, Oi G Ek- (4) 
Let the mapping </?/ : E k + l —• Ek be such that it maps ai from any equality (4) 
into an element of the matrix D\ = {dj,j2...jn)i, 
djuhi - jm — ai = <Pf(cu, c2i, •••, Cni, ai), ¿ = 1,2,..., kn, (5) 
where 
jli = Cli + 1, j2i = C2i + 1,..., jni = Cni + 1, i = 1, 2,..., kn. (6) 
Conversely, to every element of the matrix D\ from (5), through the equalities (6), 
the constant a* from equality (4) is assigned uniquely. 
If we take into consideration Definitions 1 and 5 as well, we draw the conclusion 
that to each //-function of Pk we can assign, using tpf, a Latin n-dimensional 
hypercube of order k, and vice versa. Therefore, the number of //-functions of Pk 
is equal to the number of the Latin n-dimensional hypercubes of order k. • 
; Using the mapping </>/, every Latin n-dimensional hypercube of order k, which 
elements are in the set Ek, can be used for the "construction"( i.e. tabular repre-
sentation) of an //-function of Pk• 
Corollary 11. Every H-function of Pk can be represented as Latin n-dimensional 
hypercube of order k and vice versa, every Latin n—dimensional hypercube of order 
k can be represented as H-function. 
In the general case, the sum of the //-functions of P„ can be an //-function, 
but this is not always true. 
Example 12. Indeed, if f\ G is an arbitrary //-function, then f2 = k — 1 — 
is also an //-function. However the sum fi + f2 = k — 1 is a constant and it is not 
an //-function. 
Example 13. Let k be an odd number and / G P£ be an arbitrary //-function. 
For every number a £ Ek = {0, 1,..., fc — 1} the function fa, fa = f +a ( mod k) is 
also an //-function. In addition, the sum f + fa = 2.f + a (mod k) is an //-function. 
The problem for finding necessary and sufficient conditions under which the 
sum of two //-functions is again an //-function remains open. 
From Definitions 1, 2, 3 it follows that a function of is an //-function if each 
of its subfunctions of one variable takes k different values, i.e. if it has a range equal 
to k. 
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3 Generalizations of //-functions 
We extend the concept of //-function in two directions - increasing the number of the 
variables on which the function depends in a certain way (each of its subfunctions 
of m > 2 variables takes q, 1 < q < k, different values, i.e. it has a range equal to 
q) and changing the number of different values which the function assumes in this 
dependence. 1 
Let m, q be integers such that 1 < m < n, 1 < q < k, and M be an arbitrary 
set of m variables of the function / £ Pk . 
Definition 14. We say that the function f(xi, X2,--, xn) € is an H[m;q]-
function, if for every set M, M C Xf, \M\ = m, we have 
Spr(M, f) = {q}. (7) 
The set of all functions of Pk for which (7) holds will be denoted by H\m-,q]k. 
When m = k, the set ii[l; mcoincides with the set of all H-functions from Pk. 
Prom Definition 14 it follows that a function of Pk is an H{m\q] function if each 
of its subfunctions of m variables takes q different values, i.e. it has a range equal 
to q. 
We will prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a function to be an H[m; q] 
function, which generalizes Theorem 8. -
Theorem 15. A function f £ Pk is an H[m-, q] function if and only if each of its 
subfunctions, depending on at least m variables, is an H[m;q] function. 
Proof. (Necessity) Let / £ be an H[m;q] function and let h be an arbitrary 
subfunction of / , for which > m. We will prove that h is an H[m-, q] function. 
Let us suppose that h is not an H[m; q] function. Therefore there is a set of variables 
M, \M\ = m, M C Xh, such that 
Spr(M, h) ¿{q}. (8) 
Xh\M 
From (8) it follows that a subfunction hi exists, hi -< h, such that Rng(hi) ^ q. 
Xh\M Xf\M 
Since hi -< h , h -< / , it follows that hi -< / and Rng(hi) ± q. 
From Definition 4 and Definition 14 it follows that Spr(M, f) ^ {q} and / is not 
an H[m;q} function. This is a contradiction. 
(Sufficiency) Let each subfunction of / , depending on at least m variables, be an 
H[m\ <j]-function. We will prove that / is an H[m; q]-function. Let us suppose 
that / is not an H[m; q]-function, i.e. there exists a set of variables M, \M\ = m, 
M C Xf , such that 
Spr(M, f) ± {q}. (9) 
Xf\M 
From (9) it follows that there is a subfunction g, g -< f, \Xg\ = m, for which 
Rng(g) / q. Therefore the subfunction g is not an H[m\ q]-function which contra-
dicts the given condition. The contradiction is due to the assumption that / is not 
an H[m\ g]-function. • 
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As a corollary of Theorem 15 for m = 1, q = k we get: 
Corollary 16. A necessary and sufficient condition for the function f G to be 
an H.-function is that every of its subfunctions, depending on at least one variable, 
is an H-function. 
Definition 17. An n-dimensional matrix W = (wiii2...in of order k, the elements 
of which are in the set Ek, such that when we fix arbitrary n — m of its indices, 
we get an m-dimensional matrix of order k, in which there are exactly q different 
elements of the set Ek, is called an n-dimensional H[m\q]-hypercube of order k, 
generated by Ek-
The set of all n-dimensional H[m\ gj-hypercubes of order k, generated by the 
set Ek, will be denoted by HHC[m-,q]k. 
It is obvious that for m= 1, q = k, LHCk = HHC[l;k]k holds, i.e. the Latin 
. n-dimensional hypercubes of order k are special cases of the n-dimensional H[m; q}-
hypercubes of order k. 
Example 1'8. If the elements of the matrix of an arbitrary Latin hypercube of 
the set LHCk are taken by modulo q, then we will get the matrix of an H[l\q]-
hypercube of the set HHC[l; q]k. In the matrix obtained in this way there will be 
exactly q different elements of Ek-
Let the matrix C from Example 7 be taken by modulo 3 and the new matrix 
we get be denoted by C\ 
C = 
(I 2 0 3 \ / 1 2 0 
2 3 1 0 
G LHCl C mod 3 
2 0 1 0 
:o 1 3 2 0 1 0 2 
\ 3 0 2 V 0 2 V 
G HHC[l;3]t 
Of course, there are matrices in the set HHC[l;q]k which cannot be obtained 
from matrices of the set LHCk by taking modulo q. Below in Example 20 we have 
shown such a matrix. The matrix B is constructed in which the number of different 
elements is more that q, (q = 3). 
Theorem 19. Each matrix B 
bjl ]2 •••jr. 
(bn j2 -jn)i! for which 
n 
= [ - 1)] mod k, 
r= 1 
where gr G Pk'9, r = 1, 2,. . . 
k. 
n, is an n-dimensional H[l\q]-hypercube of order 
Proof. If fi G Pi'9 then /2, ( /2 = ( / 1 + Co) mod k, Co is a natural number) also 
belongs to Pi'9. By fixing any n — 1 indices of the matrix B we will obtain a 
function of Pi'9 and according to Definition 17, B G HHC[l;q]„. • 
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Because each function gT G Pi'9, r — 1, 2 , . . . , n, can be chosen in | Pk'q \ 
ways it follows that | HHC[l;q]k \ < | Pf'® |n. 
Example 20. Construct 2-dimensional H[L; 3] -hypercube of order 4. Let g\ = 
and g2 = | jj ^ , be arbitrary functions from P4 '3 Let 
matrix 5 = (bij)j be such that faj — [gi(i — 1) + 92(j — 1)] mod 4. We compute the 
elements of the matrix B and we get: 
4 B = (bij)i 
(\ 0 3 0\ 
0 3 2 3 
0 3 2 3 
\3 2 1 2/ 
S HHC[ 1; 3]|, m = I, n = 2, q = 3, k = 4. 
Proposition 21. TTie number of hypercubes of the set HHC[m-,q}k is equal to the 
number of functions of the set H[rri; q}^, i.e. 
\HHC[m-,qt\ = \H[m-,q]kn\. 
Using Definitions 2, 3, 4, 14, 17 and the arguments from Theorem 8 we can 
complete the proof of Proposition 21. 
Every n-dimensional H[m; q]-hypercube of order k generated by the set of k 
elements can be used for the "construction"(i.e. tabular representation) of a 
function of the set H [m-, q]„. 
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